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From August Ut to August 19th, lil*j, in electromagnetic survey 
was carried out on the Edwards Lac Des Mille Lees Option to locate 
electromagnetic anomalies which might lead to the discovery of economic 
so lph ldo deposits.

The area covered by the survey consists of 28 unpaten ted mining 
claims and comprises the following claims:

TB 111036 - 111039
TB 112184 t Il2l8i,
TB 1126^4 fr 1126^
TB 1126i// - 112660
TB 112662 * 112663
TB 113:>>3
TB U024i, - 120250
T6 I202!i9
TB 120422 - 120427

inclusive 

Inclusive

Inclusive 

Inclusive

The property covered by the survey Is located approximately 
20 miles south of Upsala, Thunder Bay Mining Division, Ontario, and Is 
accessible fran there by road end boat.

The rocks underlying the property ere all of Precambrian age and 
ere composed predominantly of basic volcanic rocks. In places the basic 
volcanics have been silicified, brecciated, and intruded by a network of 
quartz-carbonate stringers. The quartz-carbonate stringers carry Interesting 
values in copper and gold.

One base line was established at a bearing of N 70* E and extended 
the length of the property. Picket lines, at 400-foot Intervals, wore cut 
at right angles to this baseline. Chalnege pickets were located at 100-foot 
Intervals along the picket lines.



iUCTROHAGNETjC: SURVEY;

The results of the electromagnetic survey are plotted on the 
accompanying map at a scale of one Inch ** kOO feet. The receiver coll 
dip angles were taken at 100-foot Intervals along the picket lines. 
Wherever significant angles were obtained, the station Intervals were 
reduced to fifty feet. The readings shown on the map are resultants 
of Individual "Chief-Helper" readings. In general, the negative 
readings, Indicate an approach to a conductor and the positive readings 
Indicatethe conductor Is being straddled. However; with deep or flat- 
lying conductors, the positive readings may become weak or non-exlstant.

Through experience It has been found that readings greater than 
-3* are significant. However, when working along the extension of a 
conductor, smaller readings may be significant.

RESULTS;

The results of the survey do not Indicate the presence of 
conductors In the area.

INSTRUMENT;

The survey over the property employed the Crone portable Junior 
Electromagnetic unit (J.E.M.), manufactured by Crone Geophysics. The unit 
operates on a frequency of 1800 cycles per second. Each man transmits and 
receives and the Instrument Is generally used with a receiver'-transmitter 
spacing of 200 feet. The transmitter colls are Inclined from the vertical 
by 12 degrees to Increase penetration.

The transmitter in each unit has an output of ii watts, the power 
Is provided by two 6 volt batteries in each unit.

SURVEY DATA:

Miles of line cut and chained 
Electromagnetic stations established

* 20.3 miles 
1,002.

Respectfully submitted,

R. 0. MacTavlsh
Senior Geologist - Exploration,
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